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ABSTRACT: Wearable devices rely on hybrid mechanisms
that possess the advantages of establishing a smarter
system for healthcare, sports monitoring, and smart home
applications. Socks with sensing capabilities can reveal
more direct sensory information on the body for longer
duration in daily life. However, the limitation of suitable
materials for smart textile makes the development of
multifunctional socks a major challenge. In this paper, we
have developed a self-powered and self-functional sock (S2-
sock) to realize diversified functions including energy
harvesting and sensing various physiological signals, i.e.,
gait, contact force, sweat level, etc., by hybrid integrating
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrenesulfonate (PEDOT:PSS)-coated fabric triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG)
and lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoelectric chips. An output power of 1.71 mW is collected from a PEDOT:PSS-
coated sock with mild jumping at 2 Hz and load resistance of 59.7 MΩ. The study shows that cotton socks worn daily can
potentially be a power source for enabling self-sustained socks comprising wireless transmission modules and integrated
circuits in the future. We also investigate the influences of environmental humidity, temperature, and weight variations
and verify that our S2-sock can successfully achieve walking pattern recognition and motion tracking for smart home
applications. On the basis of the sensor fusion concept, the outputs from TENG and PZT sensors under exercise activities
are effectively merged together for quick detection of the sweat level. By leveraging the hybrid S2-sock, we can achieve
more functionality in the applications of foot-based energy harvesting and monitoring the diversified physiological signals
for healthcare, smart homes, etc.
KEYWORDS: triboelectric, piezoelectric, textile, sock, sensor

Benefiting from a technology boost in terms of
miniaturization and flexible materials, wearable devices
have experienced enormous advancement. To further

enhance the stretchability1 and flexibility needed for comfort-
able devices that are suitable for operation on the human body,
designs are proposed with distinctive structures, such as
origami,2 kirigami,3 wavy,4 and other fractal layouts.5 Eventually,

research has been dedicated to realizing more intelligent devices

with the aid of integrated circuits (ICs), sensing modules and
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functional materials such as flexible wrist bands6,7 and
electrochemical-based tattoos8 for biosensors, mechanorecep-
tors for skin prosthesis,9−11 and wearable displays.12 To
implement the continuous and convenient monitoring of
diversified physiological signals13,14 in a timely manner, the
self-powered wearable devices15 with hybrid mechanisms have
become a major research topic, i.e., to effectively combine the
individual element with specific properties such as piezoelectric,
thermoelectric, capacitive, photovoltaic, triboelectric, and
electromagnetic.
The collaboration of individual components from hybrid

wearable device strengthens the energy-harvesting capability
and enriches the sensing of a variety of signals. Zhang et al.16

proposed self-powered temperature−pressure dual-parameter
sensors based on thermoelectric and piezoresistive effects.
Leung et al.17 introduced a flexible and self-powered photo-
detector by integrating triboelectric nanogenerator (TENG). A
piezoelectric−pyroelectric-based hybrid nanogenerator was
developed by Lee et al.18 Hence, a wearable device with
combinational functions is a promising solution for a compact
smart system.
In terms of portability and comfort, self-functional textiles for

clothes, socks, or gloves have become a popular research topic
for wearable devices,19−23 and smart textiles are aimed to be not
only more comfortable but also multifunctional, i.e., cognition,
adaptation, or integration.24−28 Within the present self-powered
sensor, one of the major trends is to use TENG fabrics to
scavenge energy29,30 and detect various types of sensing
signals.31−33 Yu et al.34 reported core−shell yarns based
TENG clothes as a power source. Lin et al.35 proposed a self-
powered TENG sleeping monitoring system using an array of

conductive fibers. On the other hand, it is universally accepted
that the output of TENG will be affected by the presences of
humidity level and ionic contents.36,37 While Wang et al.38 have
developed a water−air TENG sensor to compensate for the
influence of humidity on the triboelectric output and a water
energy harvester fabricated by hydrophobic cellulose oleoyl
ester nanoparticles was reported by Xiong et al.,39 approaches of
minimizing the triboelectric output fluctuation due to humidity
variation in different usage scenarios remain an important
research direction.
A hybrid system is then required as a compensation, and the

use of a piezoelectric element as a sensor has been studied
extensively in the detection of diversified signals, such as force,
and chemicals etc.40−48 and shows promising features as a TENG
where both can transform mechanical input, i.e., the mechanical
energy, into electrical output, i.e., the electrical energy.49,50

There are reported approaches of integrating both mechanisms
into one device,51−54 but most of them still focus on power
enhancement by a hybrid energy harvester. In this paper, we
propose a solution of utilizing piezoelectric elements to
compensate for the attenuation of triboelectric output.
Currently, the rapid expansion of the Internet of Things (IoT)

reveals the essential requirements of smart textiles with power
generation and diversified signal sensing by hybrid mechanisms.
Human motions can generate a few hundred watts of kinetic
energy in total from different parts, among which foot activity is
one of the major sources. In addition, the gait also contains
valuable information regarding healthcare and personal
identification,55−58 which eventually became the motivation
for developing insoles with energy-harvesting and -sensing
abilities.59−62 However, to the best of our knowledge, except for

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of PEDOT:PSS coated triboelectric S2-sock integrated with PZT force sensors for diversified applications, with left side
showing the enlarged views of TENG textile and embedded PZT sensor. Foot model is reproduced with permission from turbosquid.com. (b)
(Top) Top view of SEM image of PEDOT:PSS-coated textile. (Bottom) Cross-section view of SEM image of PZT chips. (c) Working principle
of TENG sock under contact-separation mode. (d) Working principle of PZT chip and integration strategy for S2-sock.
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the attachment of a functional component,63 there is no
reported research on direct utilization of the sock itself as both
energy harvester and multipurpose sensors. Unlike the insole,
the sock can still be functionable for indoor scenarios,
particularly at home, where shoes are not necessary. Walking
patterns, sweat levels, or motion sensing of those diversified
signals can be easily conducted through several mechanisms for
sports, healthcare monitoring, and rehabilitation applications,
i.e., the evaluation of Parkinson’s disease, which may not be
effective via routine examination at clinic. Further improve-
ments the functionalities can also be fulfilled by additional
coatings or components on TENG socks, such as detection of
chemicals released form human body,64−66 actuators like neural
stimulation,67 capacitors,68 antibacterial,69 controller,70 and
drug delivery.71 Hence, this hybrid self-powered sensor offers
a desirable platform for wearable sensors.

Here, we report a self-powered and self-functional sock (S2-
sock) based on poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene-
sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) coated TENG textile with the
integration of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoelectric sensor,
as illustrated in Figure 1a. PEDOT:PSS, as a commercialized
conductive polymer, is widely adopted as a coating or printable
electrode with possession of high conductivity72 as well as good
stability in terms of mechanical deformation and chemicals.73

PZT is also a well-known piezoelectric material with an excellent
piezoelectric constant of about d31 = −200 pC N1− in the bulk
ceramic form. To integrate the 20 μm thin PZT chips into the S2-
sock, another 50 μm copper substrate was bonded together
(Figure 1b) to enhance the ductility and optimize the
mechanical neutral plane. Besides the basic energy harvesting
capability, a facile fully coated sock can generate the featured
waveforms which offer a convenient method for walking pattern
recognition and motion tracking of individuals for home care

Figure 2. (a) Comparisons of open-circuit voltage and short circuit current between PEDOT:PSS-coated sock and original sock under contact
separation mode shown in Figure 1c. (b) Open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current of PZT chip with connection shown in Figure 1d. (c, d)
Power output against the external loading resistance with and without shoes. Themaximumpowers are 66 and 137 μWat 20MΩ for walking (at
1Hz) and jumping (at 2Hz) with shoes as well as 1.17 and 1.71mWat 59.7MΩ for walking and jumpingwithout shoes (with PTFE + aluminum
sheet), respectively. (e) Power curve of PZT chip under the external loading resistance ranges from 0.5 to 148MΩ, with amaximumpower of 32
μW.
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applications. Second, as a concept of sensor fusion, a quick
evaluation of sweat level was also demonstrated by the TENG +
PZT sensor through the output generated simply from direct
mechanical contact. The modified multisectional PEDOT:PSS
pattern and embedded thin PZT chips enable the gait sensing
and contact force analysis. Briefly speaking, we have successfully
turned the conventional sock into a carrier with the capability of
sensing signals and scavenging the wasted energy, a joint
function of two sensors acting as the complementary parts of
each other to balance the individual weaknesses associated with
sensing mechanisms. This platform presents the feasibility of
continuous exploration of incorporations with other wearable
techniques.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The inner surface of shoes was covered by PTFE film and an
aluminum electrode connected to sock as depicted in Figure 1c,
and PZT chips are integrated at the inner surface of the sock
(Figure 1d). To examine the performance of energy harvesting, a
series of characterizations were conducted by regular jumping at
2 Hz frequency while wearing shoes (Figure 2a). To evaluate the
enhancement from PEDOT:PSS coating, the open-circuit
voltage and short-circuit current were compared between the
coated sock and original sock, and the obtained average voltage
of 196 and 55 V and the average current of 4.5 and 2.3 μA are
achieved, respectively. The results prove the superiority of a
PEDOT:PSS-coated sock in terms of energy harvesting, due to

Figure 3. Experimental results of monitoring indoor activities (without shoes) with a simple fully coated S2-sock. All signals are collected from
the PTFE side, with the positive peak representing contact and negative peak representing separation. (a) Schematic of coated S2-sock and two
possible electrical connections for single electrode mode TENG: (i) sock connection and (ii) Al/PTFE connection. Connection (ii) is used in
this section. Footmodel is reproducedwith permission from turbosquid.com. (b) Voltage signals of both PTFE and sock collected fromwalking
on the PTFE path; the signals of original sock are compared. (c) (i) Photo of PTFE films and full aluminum-covered electrodes; (ii) schematics
of four phases of a typical contact cycle and corresponding signals: (1) heel contact, (2) forefoot/toe contact, (3) heel leave, and (4) forefoot/
toe leave; (iii) output signals of pattern recognition of normal walking (right foot) for three participants, (A) 90 kg male, (B) 70 kg male, and
(C) 60 kgmale. The phases are labeled on the corresponding peaks of the output signals. (d) (i) Photo of PTFE films and six couples of designed
aluminum electrodes with two terminals and two cycles, (ii) schematics of motion tracking based on the designed path with the area ratio of 6:1,
5:2, 4:3, 3:4, 2:5, and 1:6, labeled as I−VI and VII−XII, with two different walking paces, (iii) output signals of motion tracking from two
terminalsthe first and second cycle are highlighted with blue and green. (e) Mimetic walking pattern of Parkinson’s disease patient under
three conditions: normal, loss of stride, and freezing of gait (FOG).
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the better conductivity for charge transmission. The open-circuit
voltage output of 196 V from the contact-separation mode
against 130 V from a single electrode mode (see Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information) indicates that the contact-separation
mode is more suitable for energy harvesting in shoes.
Additionally, two important environmental factors, temperature
and humidity, were evaluated regarding the influences on TENG
output (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information). The
output amplitude shows 20% decrement from 50% to 90%
relative humidity (RH) and 10% decrement from 50 to 10 °C.
These fluctuations would not bring severe issues to waveform-
based sensing functions. In this study, the humidity and
temperature were kept at 70% RH and 25 °C if not specified.
The maximum output powers of a single sock under various

scenarios were tested by changing the external load resistances
from 0.5 to 148 MΩ. For in-shoe conditions in Figure 2c, the
output powers of 66 and 137 μWwere generated based on 1 Hz
walking and 2 Hz jumping under loading resistance of 10 MΩ,
respectively. In the case of indoor use, when stepping on the
PTFE film placed on the ground with bare sock, maximum
powers of 1.17 and 1.71 mW were obtained accordingly under
the loading resistance of 59.7 MΩ in Figure 2d, which gives the
power density of 11 μW/cm2 under the contact area of about
150 cm2. The characterized relationship between output voltage
and contact area was also performed by force gauge (see the
results of Figure S4b in the Supporting Information). Notice-
ably, due to the variation of the size of PTFE film, the impedance
of the whole system was shifted, and this huge boost of power
generation is attributed to the increasing of separated distance
compare to that of wearing shoes. For a PZT chip, the
characteristic open-circuit voltage and short-circuit current are
shown in Figure 2b, and a maximum output power of 32 μWper
chip (5 mm × 5 mm) can be harvested under 0.4 MΩ load
resistance and 12 N at 1 Hz frequency from Figure 2e, indicating
a maximum power density of 128 μW/cm2. By considering the
output power from those reported smart textiles, i.e., 15.38 μW/
cm2 from silver and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET) based
triboelectric textile74 and 13 μW/cm2 from cotton and nylon
based textile,75 the as-fabricated S2-sock provided the com-
parable performance. Furthermore, as an advantage regarding
the substrate, we simply transformed this conventional cotton
sock into a triboelectric energy harvester. This easy fabrication
process solves the problems associated with introducing other
fabric materials, i.e., comfort. Compared to the insole, the
duration of wearing socks can be much longer and, hence,
compensate for the drawback of power density. In addition,
another key contribution of the S2-sock is to offer a platform for
those potential wearable devices through several approaches:
(1) using the triboelectric effect to incorporate with other
functional materials for realizing more application (i.e., temper-
ature and chemical sensing), (2) possibly using the conductive
cotton fibric as a connector via inject printing technique, and (3)
partially supplying the required power for the attached
electronic system (i.e., microprocessor and transmitter).
For the indoor scenario with bare socks worn at home as

illustrated in Figure 3a, the capability of pattern recognition and
motion tracking is preferred to facilitate the homecare solutions
of IoT. In Figure 3b, a comparison test was conducted to verify
the importance of PEDOT:PSS-coated socks for achieving this
walking pattern recognition. The output from original sock
shown almost no response to any motion, and the signal from
PTFE terminal was also degraded. Therefore, the PEDOT:PSS

coating is crucial to S2-socks for realizing a series of functions
with a certain quality.
To obtain these specific triboelectric signals during contact

with better quality, the smart paths with two designs shown in
Figure 3c,d were prepared from PTFE films and aluminum
electrodes. The full aluminum-covered path demonstrated the
walking pattern recognition functions. Typically, a complete
foot-ground contact sequence for walking can be decomposed
into four phases in Figure 3c (ii). On the basis of the data from
the regular walking of three participants, the distinguishable
signal patterns corresponding to each of them are observed as
shown in Figure 3c (iii). These four phases are labeled alongside
the voltage output peaks in the first cycle. The amplitude of
peaks for phase 1 and 2 reveals the information regarding the
speed-based contact force exerted from heel and forefoot. The
time interval between phase 1 and 2 depends on the contact
angle of foot against the ground, so that the smaller interval
indicates the lower angle. The combined characters are usually
distinctive within a certain group of people, i.e., family members.
In order to characterize the variations from different
participants, e.g., walking style, weight, and foot size, as well as
the variations from environmental humidity, we conducted the
experiments for signal comparison (see Figure S5 in the
Supporting Information). In terms of output amplitude, change
of humidity and foot size (contact area) may result small
fluctuations, which are in line with the force gauge tests (see
Figure S4 in the Supporting Information), and the weight
differences show no obvious effect on signal intensity due to the
low force requirement of full contact of sock fabric. As the
sensing capabilities are achieved through the identification of
waveform pattern, the minor variation of amplitude will not
affect the functions. Moreover, through the machine learning
process, the reliable database gathered from daily activities
enables the smart home function by identifying the recorded or
unknown patterns.
By further modifying the aluminum electrode on PTFE sheet,

a sequence of six combinations of ascending or descending areas
was prepared in two cycles, with a total length of 2.4 m, and
marked from I to VI and VII to XII in Figure 3d (ii).
Additionally, the design of two terminals can compensate the
missing of stepping on relatively small areas. As the charge
generation is affected by the contact area,76 the similar trend of
voltage signals was detected consistently with the designed
configuration when walking through the path, either ascending
or descending (Figure 3d (iii)). This feature enables the
recognition of walking direction, speed, and distance. For
instance, the signals from I to VI of terminal 1 revealed the
direction of walking toward right side for 1.2 m within 6 s, since
the sudden drop of signal (i.e., VI to VIII) indicates the
completion of the previous cycle. Meanwhile, although both
walking toward the left and the completion of a cycle are all
generating the descending output for terminal 1, these two
special cases still can be differentiated according to the waveform
shape of single peak. Moreover, the path can maintain its
functionality even for walking with larger pace, as long as two
steps at least, fell into the same cycle, such as VIII, X, and XII,
with three ascending outputs still tracking the direction clearly
(see video S1 in the Supporting Information). The much larger
voltage in this demonstration was obtained by using a 100 MΩ
high voltage probe for better impedance matching to get more
accurate output correspondence against the different contact
areas.
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As a typical application of healthcare by activities monitoring,
Parkinson’s disease (PD), a progressive nervous system disorder
which significantly affects the movement of a patient, is
extensively studied. However, PD is difficult to evaluate in a
routine clinical examination since it is usually triggered by
special and uncertain scenarios. Hence, the requirement of
continuous monitoring of PD patients at home is important.
Among various measurable physiological signals,55,77,78 freezing
of gait (FOG), which refer to the block of movements when
encountered with turning, or trying to overcome the obstacles,79

can be detected by the walking pattern. However, most
triboelectric gait sensors are still integrated into the insoles.60

In this work, the S2-sock was tested for detecting the mimetic
motions of PD, as shown in Figure 3e (see video S2 in the
Supporting Information). According to reported studies,80 there
was a loss of stride length prior to FOG represented in terms of
the decreased time interval between output signals. Thereafter,
the symptom of shaking leg caused by FOG as the attempt to
overcome the obstacle was also identified through the frequent
and irregular oscillation of output voltage within a small
amplitude. To further assess the stability, the temperature and
humidity were changed individually, and the obtained data
indicate that both of the influences are almost negligible (see
Figure S6b in the Supporting Information). In general, by a

simple full coating, the S2-sock not only can scavenge the
mechanical energy but also enables appliance control and
activities monitoring associated with specific users, such as the
elderly or a child who is identified through the distinctive
walking pattern.77−82 Through the machine learning process,
this sock can be a promising technique for precise pattern
recognition and activity monitoring, which is worth further
study to improve the accuracy and repeatability of measured
data.
When considering the multisectional coating shown in Figure

4a, the S2-socks are able to demonstrate the possibilities of gait
sensing, since the full coating sock cannot differentiate the
contacting points. Four sensing units labeled as “TA”, “TB”,
“TC”, and “TD” are chosen to perform the basic detection about
the motion directions. In addition, a big toe sensor “TT” was
demonstrated as a TENG force sensor for speed-based impact
force sensing with the approximate data giving sensitivity of 0.06
V/N (Figure 4b), which is sufficient for walking pattern
recognition or gait sensing.
Under indoor scenarios, where we assume the scene with bare

sock, by measuring the output of two sole sensors “TC” and
“TD” simultaneously, the featured signals of pure heel and toe
contact were characterized as illustrated in Figure 4c (see video
S3 in the Supporting Information). Because of the different

Figure 4. Experimental results of multisectional PEDOT:PSS-coated S2-sock (in shoes) with connection (i) in Figure 3a. (a) Schematic of
multisectional coating of S2-sock. The coating areas act as sensors of corresponding region: left instep, right instep, forefoot, heel, and big toe,
labeled as “TA”, “TB”, “TC”, “TD”, and “TT”, respectively. Foot model is reproduced with permission from turbosquid.com. (b) Output
voltage under increasing force of TENG sensor “TT” at big toe, with the calibration of resistive force sensor “FlexiForce”. (c) Gait
characterization with typical voltage signals under the contact sequences of two motions, forward: heel contact→ forefoot contact, backward:
forefoot contact→ heel contact. All signals are collected from the sock, with the positive peak represents separation and negative peak represent
the contact. (d) Comparison of TENG gait characterization with different weights (45, 70, and 90 kg) and humidity levels (70% RH and 90%
RH).
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contact sequence between moving forward and backward (i.e.,
forward: heel contact→ forefoot contact, backward: forefoot
contact→ heel contact), the motion direction is identified.
Similarly, the variations of different participants and environ-
mental humidity were tested as shown in Figure 4d, and all of the
signals indicate the good stability of output.
In the case of outdoor activities with shoes wearing, the

physiological signals generated from foot, either physical or
chemical, are always interesting aspects for medical and sports
applications, such as the gait sensing mentioned in Figure 4 and
sweat detection. Due to the full coverage of the S2-sock by the
shoe, all of four units of TENG (“TA”, “TB”, “TC”, and “TD”)
together with the inner PTFE surface of the shoe can be

functionalized as a complete gait sensor (Figure 5a). As
illustrated in Figure 5b, for left sliding, sensor “TA” experienced
contact force which gave a negative peak, whereas sensor “TB”
was separated from PTFE film and resulted in a positive peak.
The reversed features of signals were observed for right sliding.
In contrast, the continuous contact of insole sensors “TC” and
“TD” generated only small signals during sliding, which are
insignificant for identifying left or right sliding. For forward and
backward sliding, “TA” and “TB” were contacted or separated at
the same time and generated both negative or positive,
respectively. Moreover, for normal walking, the signals are
shown in Figure 5c, according to the features of marked output
from “TC” and “TD”, and both forward/backward and left/right

Figure 5. Experimental results of outdoor activities (in shoes). All signals are collected from a sock with the connection (i) in Figure 3a; the
negative peak represents contact and positive peak represents separation. (a) Schematic of tested motion directions for both of sliding and
walking scenarios; TENG and TENG + PZT sweat sensors (“TD” and “PC”). Foot model is reproduced with permission from turbosquid.com.
(b) Voltage signals from four TENG sensors under sliding motion; typical signals are shaded with blue and green. (c) Voltage signals from four
TENG sensors under normal walking. (d) TENG output under increasing amount of 0.9 wt % NaCl solution (labeled) delivered through spray
(0.1 g/spray), generated from walking and jumping, Vw/Vj represent the positive voltage ratio of two activities at each sweat level. (e) TENG
sweat sensor with PZT reference sensor, blue curve represents the voltage ratio of TENG sensor over PZT sensor at each sweat level.
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walking can be identified. Referring to the single peak signals in
Figure 4c, these additional peaks came from the minor
interactions between the sock and the inner surface of shoes
during foot swing (see videos S4 and S5 in the Supporting
Information). To further investigate the influences of environ-
mental humidity, temperature, and weight variations, the
corresponding experiments were conducted (see Figures S4−
S9 in the Supporting Information). Generally, those factors
show only insignificant impacts (less than 10%) on the output
intensities, as compare to foot size, and TENG sensors can still

achieve all the functions with good quality and long-term
stability (see Figure S8 in the Supporting Information).
Human sweat is a key indicator related to health status and

training intensity. A proper monitoring of sweat level is desirable
for detecting the abnormalities or the intensity of exercises.
However, there is a lack of study on sweat sensing so far by using
socks directly. Jao et al.63 reported a chitosan-based humidity
resistor attached on the sock, where the output voltage across
the resistor is measured as a function of humidity. They also
designed an arch shape TENG device, based on triboelectric
output from PDMS/fabric (chitosan-glycerol as the electrode)

Figure 6. (a) Schematic of embedded PZT force sensors, labeled as “PA”, “PB”, “PC”, and “PD”. Foot model is reproduced with permission
from turbosquid.com. (b) Calibration curve of output voltage against force done by force gauge; slope of linear fit represents the sensitivity. (c)
Voltage signals under three conditions: jumping with shoes, stepping with shoes, and stepping without shoes; the detailed information on one
cycle in terms of time domain is enlarged at right. (d) Pressure mapping of in shoes and sock only conditions based on the measured voltage
output from (I) toe contact and (II) heel contact and the force calibration curve. (e) Comparison of PZT pressure sensing with different weights
((A) 90 kg male, (B) 70 kg male, and (C) 45 kg female).
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contact and separation, to demonstrate the feasibility of
detecting concentration of sodium chloride (NaCl) solution in
the fabric with saturated water content (by soaking).
On the other hand, Taylor et al. report that the NaCl

concentration of sweat generated from body is relatively
stable.83 Considering the scenario of wearing socks in which
the foot may generate sweat when they wear shoes, and not
much sweat generated by foot if the user worn socks in open
environment, we developed a self-functional sock based sweat
sensor to realize straightforward and timely detection of sweat
level by sensing the TENG output attenuation along with the
volume variation of NaCl solution at relative constant
concentration in this paper. Furthermore, we consider that the
water evaporation rate of sweat inside shoes is limited.
Specifically, the presence of water and ion content affects the
triboelectric output through the deterioration of triboelectricity
preservation and contact electrification on the surface.36,37 It is
then feasible for TENG to conduct qualitative analysis of foot
sweating. Two configurations were then proposed for testing:
individual TENG and TENG + PZT sensors as shown in Figure
5a (“TD” and “PC”). For individual TENG sweat sensing
(Figure 5d), the output voltage decreases as the amount of sweat
increases, in a segmental form. Because human sweating is a
relative slow and continuous process, which allows the output of
TENG maintains at a certain level within a short period of time,
the TENG can offer general information about the sweating
status by referring to the previous output with a proper sampling
period. Nevertheless, the drawbacks of this approach are the
difficulty of obtaining the absolute data based on dry condition,
and the force applied to TENG may fluctuate dramatically due
to the inconsistency of human activities. These are the most
critical aspects in terms of practical application and still remain
challenge to relevant researches. Therefore, the encapsulated
PZT chip as a piezoelectric material was used as a reference
sensor that was free of humidity influence and self-adjustable
against force for specific user or scenario. As shown in Figure 5e,
the output of PZT sensor maintains at about 3.3 V during 1 Hz
normal walking as the NaCl solution increases. In contrast,
TENG experienced the attenuation of output voltage. For
simplification of the relationship between two signals and
elimination of impact force variations on the output amplitude,
the ratio of TENG over PZT output is plotted against the
amount of NaCl solution sprayed. On the basis of the data from
Taylor et al.,83 a typical male foot surface area (for sweat glands)
is about 1100 cm2 (sole: 500 cm2, dorsal: 600 cm2), with a sweat
rate of about 0.24 and 0.464 mg/cm2/min at exercise, the
amount of sweat generated from foot ranges from 0.264 to 0.51
g/min. Therefore, the TENG + PZT swear sensor is possible to
provide the qualitative data of sweating status. Furthermore,
since sweat contains various elements, like sodium ion,
potassium ion, glucose, lactate, etc., the detection of these
chemicals can be a noninvasive method for medical monitoring.
In contrast, the gait-sensing performance will be affected in
terms of intensity through the increasing sweating level.
However, since the real sweating of foot is much slower than
the spray used in our test, the sensing signal still can maintain the
required features for analysis. Hence it is possible for S2-sock to
achieve such function by coating with specific enzyme to
establish a comprehensive and diversified sensing system
together with gait analysis in a single TENG sock.
Most of the previous studies on piezoelectric based insole

sensors were emphasized on placement of more units to enhance
the accuracy of pressure mapping throughout the whole foot.

However, this dense sensor array is not necessary to be
implemented in the S2-sock. For understanding of the PZT chip
as a preferable force sensor, several characterizations and
practical tests were conducted, including sensitivity, output
power, and multipixel pressure sensing results (Figure 6a). As
shown in Figure 6b, the calibration was done by force gauge and
a sensitivity of 0.228 V/N (0.0057 V/kPa) was achieved,
indicating the superiority against the TENG force sensor. The
sensing range is up to 12 N (480 kPa). According to the
literature data from Betts et al.,84 the pressure of normal human
ranges from 10 to 370 kPa (estimated peak pressure for barefoot
walking), which indicates the PZT chip can be used for human
foot pressure measurement.
With PZT sensors, the data of pressure distribution allow us to

inspect the abnormal contact during walking for rehabilitation
purpose or evaluate the training intensity to avoid the injuries.
Benefitting from the high sensitivity to the mechanical force, the
embedded PZT sensors in the sock can perform the pressure
sensing accurately and effectively. Specifically, sensors “PA” and
“PB” were placed at the forefoot, and “PC” and “PD” were
placed at heel. These sensors were then tested under three
conditions shown in Figure 6c. The signals illustrate the
distinguishable features, where the negative and positive peak
corresponds to contact and separation, respectively. For
stepping, because of the buffer effect from the insole, the
contact force reduced a lot after wearing shoes. During jumping,
a noticeable increase of contact force at “PA” was observed due
to the large impact force absorbed by forefoot for landing. After
integration with the signal-processing circuit and graphic user
interface (GUI), a more intuitive data of 70 kg male can be
presented as Figure 6d. To verify with pressure responses based
on different participants, Figure 6e shows the output signal
variations for barefoot walking among (A) 90 kg male, (B) 70 kg
male, and (C) 45 kg female. According to calibration curve, the
average peak pressures can be obtained from “PD” as (A) 321
kPa, (B) 394 kPa, (C) 259 kPa, which indicate relatively good
agreement with literature data.84

Meanwhile, the details of force-sensing peaks in the time
domain also specify the features of walking paces. The time
interval between the two closest separation and contact signals
indicates the swing time of the leg in the air, and the time interval
between “PA/PB” (forefoot) and “PC/PD” (heel) shows the
time delay of these two contacts. For a specific sensor, the
interval within two positive or negative peaks gives the duration
of a single step cycle. In addition, the relative weight can be
obtained through the different output voltages under the same
test scenario, as shown in Figure 6e. Hence, by crosschecking the
walking paces between two feet, together with a relative accurate
determination of the received force, the S2-sock can support
more information to the diagnosis of physical defects or training
consultation, such as the healthcare application of PD
mentioned previously. Unlike standard clinic diagnosis which
requires accurate and precise determination of contact forces
and positions, S2-sock can provide enough sensory information
with the aid of piezoelectric sensors for personal applications
with long-term stability of PZT chips (see Figure S9 in
Supporting Information). On the basis of Figure 6d, it is also
noticed that the pressure signals obtained from two adjacent
PZT sensors will not vary a lot. The fewer PZT chips are
desirable to ensure the comfortability and low cost while
maintaining the hybrid and diversified functions, i.e., sweat
sensing, and activity monitoring.
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For practical applications, both of TENG and PZT sensor
requires further data processing to obtain useful information
from preliminary output signals. Thus, machine learning
approach will be a favorable tool to perform such an analysis
job, such as feature extraction, normalization, and classifica-
tion.81 Especially for the S2-sock, shoe variation alters the output
signals of both TENG and PZT sensors, and either waveform or
amplitude may change. And human activities are not possible to
be maintained with absolute consistency. Therefore, a specific
recognition systemmust to be trained through machine learning
for assessing the data set.

CONCLUSIONS
In general, by using the PEDOT:PSS coated conventional
cotton textile, we successfully developed a S2-sock which can
realize the walking-pattern recognition and motion-tracking
functions for smart home applications. We provided the
preliminary data of individual and environmental variations to
investigate and verify the stability of TENG sensors. Gait
analysis was achieved by analyzing signals fromTENG sock with
a featured multisectional pattern. While these functions could
only be achieved by insoles with integrated additional sensors
previously. PZT chips with the minimum amount can provide
the gait pattern information as well. The triboelectric output of
TENG sock against the variation of sweat level was analyzed, and
80% decrement of output voltage was obtained as the amount of
absorbed sweat reached 0.9 g. As the key of sensing is the
waveform pattern instead of amplitude, sweat will not affect the
function at a transient state. Meanwhile, this TENG sock with a
sensitivity of 0.06 V/N is proven to reveal the impact force
determined by contact speed after the calibration of
piezoresistive and PZT sensors. However, assuming the same
participant is walking with the same style, the difference of extra
loading weight will not affect the output amplitude, but the foot
size among different participants can cause the variations of
amplitude. This work reports a smart sock with great potential to
be a self-powered and self-functional platform where the
triboelectric output power of 1.71 mW, i.e., power density of
11 μW/cm2, was also achieved in 2 Hz jumping. The measured
piezoelectric power density is 128 μW/cm2 for PZT chips.
Basically, the pure TENG S2-sock demonstrated diversified
functions including energy harvesting, walking pattern recog-
nition, motion tracking, gait sensing, as well as sweat sensing,
and further explorations may allow us to obtain more
comprehensive information which is beneficial for smart
home, sports monitoring, healthcare, etc.

METHODS
Fabrication of PEDOT:PSS-Coated Sock. Poly(3,4-ethylenediox-

ythiophene) polystyrenesulfonate (PEDOT:PSS) solution was pre-
pared from purchased powder (Heraeus, Clevios PH 1000) and doped
with 5 wt % dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) solution (Sigma-Aldrich) to
enhance conductivity. Then the solution was mixed thoroughly by
magnetic stirring for 15−20 min. After mixing, the solution was further
diluted into 20 wt % solution (see the optimized results of Figure S1 in
the Supporting Information) with DI water. A pure cotton sock was
then immersed into the diluted PEDOT:PSS solution for 15 min. After
completed absorption, the sock was dried in the oven (4 h, 75 °C).
Fabrication of Thin PZT Chip. A 1.5 cm × 1.5 cm lead zirconate

titanate (PZT) ceramic (Fuji Ceramics Inc., C-6) and 50 μm beryllium
copper foil were polished at first. After sputtering of Cr/Au (Cr: 20 nm,
100 W, 2 min; Au: 200 nm, 100 W, 5 min) as bottom electrode on one
side (bottom surface) of PZT, it is bonded with copper foil by
conductive silver paste and baked in vacuum oven (3.5 h at 175 °C).

Then the bonded PZT chip was thinned down to 20 μm by chemical
mechanical polishing. The top Au electrode was then sputtered with the
same approach. After that, the as-fabricated thin PZT chip was further
diced to 5 mm × 5 mm size by laser cutting. The wires were then
connected to both top and bottom electrodes and followed by the
encapsulation of PZT chip using polyimide tape (3M).

Characterization. For both TENG sock and PZT chip, the open-
circuit voltage and short-circuit current were measured by oscilloscope
(Agilent, InfiniVision, DSO-X 3034A) connected with high-impedance
electrometer (Keithley 6514). Calibration of the output voltage against
force for PZT chip was conducted by force gauge (Mecmesin,
MultiTest 2.5-i) and for TENG sensor was measured by “FlexiForce”
resistive force sensor (A201). The calibration data of the “FlexiForce”
sensor is shown in Figure S3. Temperature and humidity were
controlled by heater/cooler and humidifier.

Measurement of Output Power. The contact-separation mode
was used by connecting the sock with PTFE film. For wearing shoes, the
PTFE film was attached onto the inner surface of shoes. For bare sock,
the PTFE film was placed on the ground. A 100 MΩ probe was
connected to the oscilloscope for measurement, and the external
loading resistance was connected in parallel and varied from 0.5 to 148
MΩ.

Measurement of Walking Pattern and Motion Tracking. The
contact-separation mode was used for comparing the performance
between fully coated S2-sock and original sock. For both walking
pattern and motion tracking, the output signals were obtained from
PTFE side with a single-electrode mode.

Measurement of Gait Analysis. The single-electrode mode was
applied by collecting output signals from the designed areas of the
multisectional coated S2-sock, without connecting the electrode from
PTFE.

Measurement of Sweat Sensor. A 0.9 wt % (0.1538 mol/L)
sodium chloride solution (the ion concentrations of real sweat vary
from 0.02 to 0.08 mol/L for sodium and 0.02 to 0.07 mol/L for
chloride) was prepared in a spray bottle, and each spray delivered 0.1 g
of solution. After uniform spraying, the output voltages of both TENG
fabric and PZT sensor from regular activities (walking and jumping)
were recorded.
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